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 “Sir Gawain and the Green Knight” Further Analysis 

“Sir Gawain and the Green Knight” is about accepting imperfection and doing your best 

either way. Sir Gawain is the most noble, honorable, perfect guy in the story. He’s the perfect 

knight. Everyone regards him as the most chivalrous guy in Camelot, and they all admire him. He 

follows a very strict code of honor that he prides himself in following. He does everything 

extraordinarily well, no less than “perfect.” He has the respect of his fellow knights and his uncle, 

Arthur, the king. But he’s also very humble. He’s always downplaying his achievements and his 

accomplishments. When the Green Knight confronts the knights at the party, and Arthur rises to 

challenge the Knight, Gawain steps in and says “No, Arthur, let me, for I am the least important 

of the group. If you weren’t my uncle, nobody would pay me any attention.” Gawain takes the 

Green Knight’s challenge, and because of his selfless action, he now has to face the Green Knight 

in a year’s time as part of the terms of agreement.  

Gawain’s a swell guy. And everyone loves him for it. He goes on to earn the respect of the Green 

Knight himself and his wife at the end of the story. The Green Knight wife tempts Gawain three 

times throughout the story, and he doesn’t give in. He follows his code of chivalry to the very end. 

The Green Knight respects him for not sleeping with his wife, for keeping his end of the bargain 

in the game in returning in one year’s time, and in the game of exchange they played prior before 

the Knight’s reveal. Gawain is just perfect. And that’s what “Sir Gawain and the Green Knight” 

challenges.  

“Sir Gawain and the Green Knight” is about imperfection, or, the deconstruction of 

perfection. You take this main character who’s perfect, and you put him through trials where he 

and—the reader—come to realize that the main character isn’t perfect, but an imperfect man. 

That’s the lesson of the story: no matter how a perfect a one may seem, because they are human, 

that means they are and will always be imperfect. And that’s okay. 

Sir Gawain is imperfect because, like a man, he’s subject to temptation. He’s turned on and has 

“ill thoughts” about Lady Bertilak when she attempts to seduce him the first time by sneaking into 

his room. Gawain’s tempted, but because of who he is, he doesn’t give in. He’s loyal to his code 

and to himself, and he shoots her down. The Lady, however, in their final exchange, gives Gawain 

this green girdle as a reward that belongs to her husband, Sir Bertilak, who is also the Green 

Knight. This belt, she says, that makes the wearer invincible to all weapon attacks. When Gawain 

hears of that, he immediately gets excited. He, like most men, as a natural fear of death. And 

because of his fatal duty with the Green Knight, when the Lady presents him with an artifact that 

would protect him from dying, he leaps on the offer without hesitation.  

The real kicker comes in on the last day of Gawain’s at the Bertilak castle. Gawain and Sir Bertilak 

had been playing game: for three days every morning, Bertilak would go out and hunt something, 

and whatever he found, he would bring it back and give it to Gawain in exchange for something 

of value that Gawain found during his day. Bertilak gives Gawain the animals he’s caught, and 
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Gawain gives Bertilak the kisses he received from the Lady on the 1st and 2nd days.  Gawain won’t 

tell Bertilak where he got the kisses (those weren’t part of the terms of agreement), but Bertilak is 

pleased either way. However, on the 3rd day, not only does Gawain get a kiss (three kisses to be 

exact), he also receives the invincibility girdle, and per rules of their game, he has to give it to 

Bertilak. But he doesn’t do that. He breaks the rules and his oath. He was tempted by the 

proposition of “immortality.” He knows what he’s doing isn’t right, but his fear of death blinds 

him. He keeps the girdle for himself, and in his prayer confession, he doesn’t mention the belt at 

all. 

In Gawain’s final confrontation with the Green Knight, it turns out that the Green Knight was 

Bertilak, and the Knight knew that Gawain kept the belt because Bertilak and his wife were doing 

all of this as test. Gawain upon realizing this breaks down. He has failed his mission from his point 

of view, but Bertilak says, “Easy, man. You did well. You remained steadfast and firm before my 

beautiful wife’s temptations, and you upheld your end of our fatal agreement from year ago, two 

things most knights could never do. For that, I applaud you.” Bertilak applauds him for other 

things, and he regards Gawain as the noblest knight the he has ever met. Gawain is an honest man 

that keeps his word, and Bertilak respects that. But when Gawain returns home, he returns with 

sadness and disappointment. He feels like a failure. He didn’t fulfill his duty, and it eats at him. 

He’s disappointed in himself. The other knights tell him he did great, but he doesn’t believe them. 

Gawain misses the big picture. He gets so caught up in this one detail that he misses the scope of 

what he’s accomplished.  

The other day I was blinded by my failures, my inadequacies, my shortcomings, my 

inability to accomplish what I set out to do, what I know I need to do. I felt lost, hopeless. I didn’t 

feel like doing anything. I sought perfection. I wanted to meet that perfect girl, say the perfect 

thing, have the perfect conversation, leave and come back at the perfect time, do my work perfectly 

at the perfect time in perfect time. Perfect, perfect, perfect. I wanted everything to be perfect, and 

I crashed—hard. I sought perfection and only received frustration and disappointment. Gawain’s 

dilemma is right at home with me. What I and many other people need to realize is that perfection 

doesn’t exist. And because perfection doesn’t exist, we need to realize that not everything in our 

lives is going to be exactly as we envisioned it to be. Sometimes, it’s going to be shit, and that’s 

okay because that’s what it means to be human.  

You can’t control everything. You can only control how you act and respond. Good experiences 

and bad experiences are given meaning depending on how you perceive them. That day, I could 

had perceived many things differently that would had translated them good experiences, but I 

didn’t. I was blind—like Gawain. I was blinded by the bad in front of me; I didn’t see the good all 

around me. I kept telling myself—the Knights kept telling Gawain—that you are good, that you 

are enough, that you don’t need to be perfect, that you just need to be you and be the best you 

possible. Gawain still did his best despite his imperfections. He still did his best by upholding his 

end of the bargain with the Green Knight that he made a year ago. He did his best by not giving 

into Lady Bertilak’s temptation and betraying Bertilak, who was a kind host. He did his best, and 

he couldn’t see that. All he could see was that he couldn’t maintain his streak of perfection. And 

it destroyed him.  

Chasing perfection only leads to ruin. The best we can do is our best; and I think that’s perfect 

enough. 

 


